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9. SOME UNSOLVED PROBLEMS WITH LINEAR RESTltICTIONS. The prob-
lems of the sections 7 and 8 are of interest when reasonable a pri ori know-
ledge strongly suggests that 0 cannot be situated outs ide of the subse t
Q of R 2. Then of course it may be of interest to test whether the obser-
vations comply with this assumption. Thus one might test Qo= wo U W6(tp)
or Qo=wo U W6(tp) U W7(tp) against Q1=R2_QO• The author does not
know a satisfactory approach to these problems. Also the following prob-
lems , though interesting from a practical point of view, seem to be
forbidding.
PROBLEM 1. Univariate measurements are given for samples from
three populations with unknown expectations f-tl, f-t2 and f-t3' Some theory
st ates that population 2 plays an intermediate role. One would like to
test H: f-t1 ~f-t2~f-t3 or f-t1;;;;'f-t2;;;;'f-t3 against the alte rnat ive that H does
not hold.
PROBLEM 2. In a similar setting with k expectations f-tl, . . . , u«, there
may exist a priori knowledge that the f-tt's are increasing for i ~ io and
decreasing for i;;;;. io (io being unknown). One would like to test H;
f-tl= =f-tk against A: there exists an index io (io=l , . .. , k) such that
f-tl ~ ~/110 ;;;;. /110+1 ;;;;. ·· · ;;;;'f-tk. Here the alternative consists of k polyh edral
angles having H as common edge. There exist many more situa tions from
practice where the alternative is of this sort. The assumpt ion of con-
cordancy in a two-way table with parameters at}, leads to a similar problem .
The hypothesis H: On = 8t2= ...= Oil& (i = 1, .. ., m) has to be tested against
A : there exists a permutation {h, j2, ... , jk} of {I, ... , k} such that Oth~
~8tiz ~ .. . ~ Ot}k (i= I , ... , m) with at least one inequality st rong. Of course
tests have been constructed for such problems, but no optimum theory
exists, as far as we know .
10. n O=W4; nl=W5(~)' First consider the tp= l n case where w5(ln )
is the line 82 = 0 (8176 0). The test tp" that rejects if and only if IXII~ui"
is U.M.P.(D), D being (i) the class of all unbiased size-« tests, or (ii) that
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of all invariant size-ex tes t s (invariance under g(XI, X2 )= (-Xl, X2 ))' The
test is also M.S. size-ex and strongest w.r . to A. These results can be proved
by considering the aux iliary problem where Wo is tested against ws(tn).
A SIMPLI<; EXA~IPLI<; OF AN INALMISSmLE LIK .I<;LIH0( ·D-RATIO SIZE -ex TEST
CP2. The likelihood-ratio statistic" - 2 log }: ' is equal to Xl 2 - X 22 or max
(X I2_ X 22, 0) dependent on whether the denominator of ' '}! ' is obtained
by maximizing over QI or over Q =Qo U QI. Assuming ex ~ i we find in
both cases that CP2 rejects if and only if Xl2- x22G.c", where c'" is determined
such that p (O,O)(X12- X 22G. c", )= ex . That this test CP2 is unbiased size-ex,
follows from the fact that the noncentral xi ; ~. is stochast ically larger
tha n the central X1 2. Thus CP2 is ob viously less po werful than tp" for all
oE QI. Hence CP2 is inadmissible. On the othe r hand it has to be remarked
that the propert ies of rp2 for 0 E Qo are bet ter than those of rp* : the latter
t est is simila r size-ex and this is not very attractive from the point of
view of minimizing the probability of an error of the first kind.
Next assume 0 < 1J! < in. We shall construct the test tp" that is U.M.P.(D) ,
D being the class of all tests that are both similar size-a and invariant
size-ex (invariance under g(XI, X2)= (- Xl, -X2)) .
In formula : rp E D if and only if
(10.1)
(10.2)
E8(rp )= ex jar all 0 E Q o (similarity )
'rIlEOR EM 2. The U.M.P .(D) test rp* rejects i f and only if
(10.3) <P( IXI + X2 cotg 1J!1- x2 cotg 1J!) - $( -lxI + X2 cotg 1J!1 -
-X2 cotg tp) G. l - ex
where $ is the cumulatioe distribution junction of the normal N (O, 1).
PROOF . X 2 is a complete sufficient stat ist ic for the probability measures
defined by Qo. Hence ([! is similar size-ex ((10.1) is satisfied) if and only if
rp has Neym an structure wit h respect to X 2 • But , under H: () E Qo, the
condit ional distribution of (Xl , X 2) given X 2= X2 is the N (O, 1) distribution
on the line X 2=X2. Hence (10.1) is equivalent to
(10.4)
00
(2n) -t S rp(XI, X2 ) exp ( - ! Xl2) dXI =ex
-00
for all X2.
Next , using the invariance condit ion (10.2), the power in ()= ((h, ()2) E QI
of an arbitrary invariant test rp can be written in the followmg form
00 00
(2n )-1 S exp (-ix22- ! 022) S rp(XI, x2)[exp {X202 - i (XI - () l )2}
o -00
+ exp {-x282-i(XI+ ()1)2)] dXl dX2.
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This integral can be maximized by maximizing the in tegrand, or
equivalen tly
(10.5)
under restriction (10.40) for each separate va lue of Xz. Bu t t he Neyman-
Pearson fundam ental lemma shows that (10.5) is ma ximized under the
restricti on (1004) , Xz being fixed , when we take lp(Xl, xz )= 1 if and only if
the ratio of the tw o weigh t functi ons in (10.5) and (lOA) is sufficiently
lar ge. But
(10.6)
holds if and only if IXIOI +xzOz! is sufficiently large ; or , equivalently, if
and only if IXI+Xz cotg 1p1 is sufficiently large, becau se ((h, (iz) E QI = W5(1p).
Thus for each () E Q I t he sa me test lp* is obtained: tp" is U.M.P.(D) (one
easily verifies that tp" is in variant) . tp" is determined by
(10.7)
where the fun ction k is determined such that (10.4) holds.
In ot he r words lp* (:rl, xz)= 1 if and only if
(10.8) P{IX I +X2 cotg 1p!< IXI +X2 cotg lpl}~ l-,x
where Xl is a uni variate random variable having t he N (O, 1) distributi on.
Bu t the left-hand side of (l 0.8) is equal to that of (10.3). This completes
t he proof of Theorem 2.
We have seen tha t t he crite rion U.M .P.(D) can be sat isfied when D
is t he class of tests that are bo th invarian t and similar size-e. It can be
seen easily that there does not exist a U.M.P. similar eize-« t est, for t he
test that rejects if and only if Xl ~ U" is U.M.P. similar size-« for te sting
H: 0 E Qo= W4 against the alte rnat ive that " 0 belongs to the part of W5(1p)
in the positive quadrant" . It obviously is a very bad test for () in the
other part of [h. One might conjecture that tp" is U .M.P. invariant size-IX
because "in order t o maximize the power over Q I it is best to take E 8 ( lp )
as large as possible for all () E Qo" . We believe that this conjecture does
not hold and that t here does not exist a U.M.P. invariant size-a te st,
nor a U .M.P. invariant unbiased size-a test.
A CO MP AR ISON WITH SOl\I E OT HER TESTS . F or various values of 1p( -;;;' n J4 )
and IX (.10 ; .05 etc.) we compared the U.~I. P. invarian t simila r aize-x
test tp" wit h t wo other test s, the simple test lp.< and t he likelihood-ratio
test lpz. For 1p =nJ4 an d 1X = .05 the crit ica l regions of tp", lps and lpz res-
pecti vely are drawn in the figs. 6, 7 and 8. The defini ti on of lps follows
from fig. 7 where u " = 1.645 (IX= .05). Obviously lps is invariant and simil ar
size-x . Thus tp" is uni formly more powerful. We st udie d t he shortcoming
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of rps with respect to tp", For IX = .05 and 1jJ < nf4 , we found that the maxi-
mum shor t coming of rps w.r. to rp* is smaller than .007. Thus , for 1jJ su ffi-
cient ly small, rps is uniformly less powerful t ha n (p *, bu t the difference
is negligible.
r
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.
It is seen easily that the likelihood-ratio statistic partitions the outcome
space R2 by means of an orthogonal hyperbola (see fig. 8). It turned ou t
that IX (e )= E (o,p){rp2(X 1, X 2 )} does not have an absolute maximum for
'! = 0 but a relative minimum. Thus a lot of computations are needed
in order to find the likelihood-ratio t est of the exa ct size- ze . The critical
region in fig. 8 is such that sup IX(e) =IX = .05. Thus this section also provides
a n exa mple of a testing problem where it is rather difficult to obta in the
likelihood-ratio test. It also follows that rp2 is invariant size- a but not
simila r size-x . Thus tp" needs not to be uniformly more powerful than
rp2. By comparing the power properties of tp" and rp2 we might find that rp2
is somewhere more powerful than tp" and this would imply that tp" is not
U.l\I.P. invariant size-x, Nevertheless for the cases we considered tp"
turned always out to be more powerful than rp2. Thus the problem whether
tp" is not only U.M.P. among the tests that are both similar and invariant,
but also U.M.P. among the larger class of all invariant tests, is still
unsolved (we already mentioned that we conjecture that a U .lVLP. in-
variant test does not exist).
A PROBLEM FROM " P R ACTIC E" (cla,ssijying an observation into a known
sta,ndard population and an unknown estimated population). For the standard
population a characteristic X has the N(O, I)-distribution; for the unknown
population the N(Il , I)-distribution where Il is unknown. A sample
Xl, ... , X n is given from the unknown population. An individual with
SCOl'e X o has to be clas sified in such a way that the probability of an error
of the first kind (not classifying the individual into the standard population
to which it ac tually belongs) is ~iX . Let X. denote the mean of the sample
Xl, ... , X n . Under the hypothesis H we have that X o and X. Vn are inde-
pendent and respectively having the N(O, 1) and N(IlVn, 1) distribution.
Under the alternative A they respectively have the N(Il , 1) and the
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N(/4n, 1) distribution. We arrive at the problem of this section where
cotg tp = lin.
REMARK. The generalized problem where the distribution of X for
the standard population is N(v, 1), v being unknown but estimable from
a sample X n+l , .. ., X n+m, can also be reduced to the problem of this
section by applying a suitable transformation.
II. .Qo=wo; .Ql={W5(~) u W5(-~)} n W3. Here the alternative con-
sists of two half-lines, both with the origin as end-point . The problem
has been discussed in [13]. The M.S. size-« test can be constructed for
O <tp ~:an by const ructing the " best " tes t of the form !p(! (O<e < oo) where
!Pe is M.P. size-« for testing Qo against the simple alternative that the
density is V IB,.B,)(X) +tll-BI • B,)(X) where (01 , O2) is the point in Q l n W5(V')
at distance e from the origin . The test which rejects for all outcomes
(Xl, X2 ) with X2~U" is a limiting case of f{J(! when e -+ 0 (assuming O<V'<tn).
This test will be locally V .M.P. invariant size-x where invariance is con-
sidered under the group ~ = {e, g} where g(Xl , X2 ) = (-Xl, X2 ) . From a
power-point of view, the M.S. size-ze test tp" = f{Je* is most attractive (of
course the test f{Jl that is strongest with respect to the one-dimensional
Lebesgue measure over Ql, is a reasonable competi t or of f{J * ).
ApPLICATIONS. Applications appear when we consider for example
slippage situations where it is assumed that, " if the null-hypothesis is
violated then this is due to no more than one effect" (references in [13]).
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